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is stabilized and jitter reduced by sensing capacitor current

with gain and combining the resulting signal with the output
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switching of the power converter. capacitor current can be
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V2 POWER CONVERTER CONTROL WITH

CAPACITOR CURRENT RAMP

COMPENSATION

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS

This application claims benefit of priority of U.S. Provi-

sional Application 61/806,457, filed Mar. 29, 2013, whichis
hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to power convert-

ers and regulators and, more specifically, to voltage control

of power converters and regulators using capacitor current
sensing that is substantially lossless and capable of self-

calibration and auto-tuning.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Use of output voltage feedback arrangements has become
popular for control of power converters and voltage regu-

lators, particularly for point of load (POL) powersupplies

and voltage regulators for microprocessors where supplied
voltage must be constrained within close tolerance even

though load current may vary widely and rapidly. Some
integrated circuits require not only regulation of voltage

within close tolerances but also specify a reduction of
voltage with increasing current, referred to as voltage droop,

in order to better manage heat dissipation caused by extreme

integration density and high clockrates. In any case, voltage
feedback in a switching voltage regulator or power converter

is usually performed by feeding the output voltage converter
back to a comparator that compares the output voltage to a

reference voltage and produces a pulse width modulated

(PWM)control signal for the switches of the switching
regulator or converter. This type of control can be enhanced

by providing an additional integrating feedback loop such
that the output voltage is a function of both the average and

instantaneous output voltage and whichis referred to as V7
control.

Tt has been shownthat output voltage feedback for voltage

regulation is essentially a current mode control with load
current feedback and that the load current feedback and the

inductor current feedback share the same load sensing gain,
R,,. Since the capacitor current is the difference between the

inductor current and the load current. While the output or
load current can be sensed in numerous ways, using the

equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the output capacitor

achieves fast line and load transient response in a simple
mannersince the ESRofthe output capacitor is the same as

the current sensing gain.
However, types of capacitors that have sufficient ESR for

current sensing such as so-called OSCON™or POSCAP™
capacitors are of large size and relatively short usable

lifetimes. For these reasons, so-called ceramic capacitors

(which generally but not necessarily include a componentof
ceramic material) are generally preferred in commercial

power management products for their characteristically
small size and long lifetime although use of ceramic capaci-

tors as the output capacitor of a V* controlled converter
causes instability (referred to as sub-harmonic instability) at

practical switching frequencies within several MHz. The

small signal model is provided in “Modeling ofV7 Current-
Mode Control” by Jian Li et al., Circuits and systemsI:

Regular Papers, IEEE Transactions on, Vol. 57, No. 9, pp.

10

20

40

45

2
2552-2563, September, 2010. Additionally, even when the

switching frequency is greater than several MHz, and the

system is theoretically stable, jittering (because the ripple

magnitude is small and decreases with increasing switching

frequency compared with inevitable noise) is unacceptable.

Several approaches to stabilizing or compensating voltage

feedback control, and V7 control, in particular, using

ceramic capacitors have been proposed but each has pre-

sented additional problems that limit the application for

which the power converter may or may not be appropriate.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide

a powerconverter and method ofuse of a low ESR capacitor

for inductor or load current sensing that does not cause

instability at practical converter/regulator switching fre-

quencies.

It is another object of the invention to provide a “lossless”

capacitor current measurement branch network for measur-

ing current in an outputorfilter capacitor.

It is a further object of the invention to provide an

arrangementfor calibrating a “lossless” capacitor measure-

ment network to have a time constant substantially equal to

a time constant of an outputorfilter capacitor.

It is a yet further object of the invention to provide for
automatic tuning of gain of a capacitor current sensor to

provide optimal load step transient response that settles to

steady-state within one or two switching cycles of the power
converter.

In order to accomplish these and other objects of the
invention, a power converter comprising

a ceramic output or filter capacitor, a control circuit

including a direct output voltage feedback path, a current
sensor for measuring current in the outputor filter capacitor

to produce a voltage signal proportional to current in the
output orfilter capacitor, and an arrangement for combining

the signal proportional to current in the output orfilter
capacitor with a signal in the direct output voltage feedback

path.

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, a
method of controlling a power converter having a switch

driver and an outputor filter capacitor having a equivalent
series resistance similar to that of a ceramic capacitor is

provided comprising steps of sensing current in the output or
filter capacitor to derive a capacitor current signal, combin-

ing the capacitor current signal with an output voltage signal

of the power converter to form a combined signal, and
controlling the switch driver of the power converter with the

combinedsignal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advantages
will be better understood from the following detailed

description of a preferred embodimentofthe invention with

reference to the drawings, in which:
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a power converter of

buck topology and output voltage feedback,
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a buck converter similar

to FIG. 1 but having an additional integrating feedback loop
for Vcontrol,

FIG.3 is a schematic diagram of a buck converter with an

internal inductor current ramp feedback,
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a buck converter using

an external ramp feedback signal,
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FIG. 5 is a graph ofthe smallsignal transfer function from

control voltage to output voltage using V7 control operating

at a duty cycle, D=0.9, and compensated by an external ramp

as illustrated in FIG.4,
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a buck converter

compensated by an inductor current ramp with a high pass
filter,

FIG.7 is a schematic diagram illustrating the concept of

V? control using a capacitor current ramp for stabilization/
compensation in accordance with the invention,

FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating an implemen-
tation of V? control using capacitor current sensing in

accordance with the invention,
FIGS. 9A and 9B graphically illustrate capacitor current

waveforms underdifferent conditions of time constant mis-

match,
FIG. 10 graphically illustrates high double pole peaking

of the control-to-output transfer function at one-half the
switching frequency at high duty cycle and current sensing

branch time constant mismatch,
FIGS. 11 and 12 graphically illustrate capacitance change

with DC bias voltage and temperature, respectively,

FIGS. 13, 14, 15 and 16 are schematic diagramsillustrat-
ing examples of implementations of calibration control in

accordance with the invention,
FIGS. 17 and 18 illustrate switched resistor and capacitor

banks, respectively, for calibration,
FIG. 19 is a graph of simulated calibration waveforms,

FIGS. 20 and 21 graphically illustrate simulated V,/V,

and Z,.. with calibration in accordance with the invention,
respectively,

FIG. 22 graphically illustrates a worst case load transient
with and without calibration in accordance with the inven-

tion,

FIGS. 23 and 24 are schematic diagrams useful in under-
standing small signal modeling of the invention,

FIGS.25 and 26 illustrate best and worst instants of load
transients, respectively,

FIG. 27 graphically illustrates load step-down transients
with different capacitor current sensing gains,

FIGS.28 and 29 illustrate waveforms of an auto-tuning

process in accordance with the invention,
FIG. 30 is a schematic diagram of an example of auto-

tuning circuitry,
FIG. 31 is a graph of simulated results of an auto-tuning

process,
FIGS. 32 AND 33 show step responses of the invention

before and after tuning,

FIGS.34 and 35 show load step-down and load step-up
transient responses after auto-tuning of K,

FIGS.36 and37illustrate control-to-v, transfer functions
and output impedances of V? control with capacitor current

ramp compensation,
FIGS.38 and 39 illustrate key waveforms of steady-state

and transient response of V? control in accordance with the

invention using capacitor current injection,
FIGS. 40 and 41 show detailed waveforms during load

step-up and step-downtransients, and
FIG. 42 shows reduction in jittering through use of a

capacitor current ramp for compensation.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly to
FIGS. 1 and 2, there is shown a buck converter having

simple voltage feedback and voltage comparison control and

10

20

25

40

45

50

55

60

4
a buck converter having V? control, respectively. It is to be
understood that these schematic diagrams are generalized

and arrangedto facilitate an understanding of the invention

as will be discussed below through a comparison therewith.
Therefore, no portion of either FIG. 1 or FIG. 2 is admitted

to be prior art in regard to the present invention and these
Figures have been labeled “Related Art’. It should also be

understood that a buck converter is illustrated due to its
simplicity and widespread choice for commercial products

but that the invention as will be discussed in detail below is

not limited to buck converters but can be applied to and
practiced with a power converter or voltage regulator of any

known or foreseeable topology.
It will be noted that the voltage in the feedback loop of

FIG. 1 is a generally triangular waveform at the switching
frequency and that the positive-going and negative-going

portions of the waveform may have different slopes which

will vary with the input voltage, output voltage, inductor and
capacitor parameters and load current. This voltage ripple is

caused by the connection and disconnection of the inductor
from the power supply and corresponding increase and

decrease of inductor current. While the amplitude of this
ripple voltage is generally small, it can becomerelatively

large during transient changes in load current when currents

charging and discharging of the output filter capacitor
becomelarge. It should be appreciated in this regard that

since the output voltage containing the ripple voltage is
compared with a reference voltage at comparator 10 and

used to determine the complementary turn-on and turn-off
times of switches 12 and 14, the ripple voltage will also

cause advancing and retarding of the phase of the pulse

width modulated (PWM)control signal as indicated by
arrowsin the pulse waveform illustrated at 16 of FIG. 1. This

variation in timing of the leading and/ortrailing edges of the
control pulses is the principal source of instability or jitter

alluded to above. Nevertheless, simple voltage feedback can

provide fast load transient response and voltage regulation
which is acceptable for many applications.

To improve regulation accuracy, an additional voltage
feedback loop, sometimesreferred to as an outer loop, that

provides integration, Hv, can be addedto the arrangementof
FIG. 1 as shown in FIG.2. Integration of the ripple voltage

provides averaging and integrating and thus a more accurate

and stable comparison with a reference voltage. However,
instability andjitter are still observed if ceramic capacitors

are used for the output filter capacitor C, due to the char-
acteristically small ESR of ceramic capacitors.

It should also be noted in this regard that, in full V?
control, the error between V,-and V,, is integrated at Hv and

provides the output control voltage V. In this configuration,

the average Vvalueexactly follows V,,,andv,, is lower than
Veby one-half the ripple amplitude. Since one-half of the

ripple voltage amplitude is generally a very small voltage,
the integration, Hv, can be omitted and V,.,can be used as

Vin some applications (e.g. as shown in FIG. 1) where
close voltage regulation is not critical. In such a case, the

average output voltage value is higher than V,,,by one-half

the ripple amplitude.
Referring now to FIGS.3 and 4, two knowntechniques of

stabilizing circuits such as those discussed above in con-
nection with FIGS. 1 and 2 will now be discussed. As with

FIGS.1 and 2, these schematic diagramsare generalized and
arranged to facilitate an understanding of the invention and

no portion of FIG. 3 or FIG. 4, labeled as “Related Art’, is

admitted to be prior art in regard to the present invention.
The stabilization method of FIG. 3 uses the inductor

current ramp to compensate the direct feedback loop. That
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is, the inductor current is sensed and added, with transfer
function 30, Ri, at adder 32 to the feedback voltage from the

output. The summed voltage is then compared with a control

or reference voltage Vcto trigger the PWM signal.It can be
analytically shown that, using inductor ramp compensation,

a proper slope of the inductor current ramp can always be
found to stabilize the feedback loop with proper damping.

However, the inductor current feedback changes the output
impedance characteristic of the power converter and the

output impedance at DC is not zero (or substantially zero)

but a resistive impedance Ri. In the time domain, this
resistive output impedance causes droop of the output volt-

age with increasing load current. In voltage regulators for
microprocessors and similar devices where voltage droop

(possibly zero) is specified, the current sensing gain Ri is
thus dictated by the load line requirementofthe device. That

is, if the specified load line requirementis less than a certain

value (e.g. 1 m@Q), the current ramp signal and transfer
function gain Ri may not be sufficient to achieve good

compensation.
The second compensation method generally shown in

FIG.4 is to compensate the feedback loop with an external
ramp signal having a slope s,. The external ramp can be

combined with the voltage feedback signal in numerous

ways such as by addition as in FIG. 3 or applied directly to
the comparator 40. This technique does not require the

current sensing which complicates implementation as in
FIG.3 and eliminates voltage droop with increasing current.

However, for the constant on-time V* control which is
generally preferred, external ramp compensation cannot

provide proper damping in the control loop at large duty

cycles. FIG. 5 shows the control-to-V, transfer function of
a V? controlled buck converter operating at a duty cycle, D,

of 0.9. It is seen that for large duty cycles increasing the
external ramp slope cannot adequately damp the double pole

effect but pushes the double poles to a lower frequency.

In addition to stability, the jittering problem which only
exists in practical converter embodiments where the ripple

signal is weak and noise causes the pulse width modulation
to randomly shift and can be held to low levels by good

design, is a limitation on use of V* control. Typically, the
magnitude of output ripple is limited to the design specifi-

cation for a given application, usually in the tens of mV.

Thus, the pulse width is sensitive to the ripple and noise.
Using a large external ramp to compensate for this sensi-

tivity can reduce or eliminate jittering but compromises
transient response. Inductor current injection as shown in

FIG.6 (basically combining the techniques of FIGS. 3 and
4) can reduce jittering but voltage regulation accuracy is

adversely affected.

Referring now to FIG.7, the concept of capacitor current
ramp compensation in accordance with the invention will

now be discussed. Essentially, the capacitor current which
correspondsto the derivative of the output capacitor voltage

(with current-to-voltage gain K), is added to the output
voltage and the summedsignal is fed to comparator 70 to

control PWM. This technique can be used with simple

output voltage feedback (e.g. as in FIG. 1) or with an
additional outer, integrating feedback loop as shown in

dashed lines in FIG. 7 for improved regulation accuracy.
Capacitor current injection improves the V* control tech-

nique in several ways. With the enhanced capacitor current
information, the total feedback ripple is dominated by the

virtual ESR ripple which is electrically similar to the use of

OSCON or POSCAP type capacitors as alluded to above,
even though a ceramic capacitor is used, particularly since

the signal representing the capacitor current can be amplified
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6
and thus is not limited by the voltage ripple specification.

Moreover, since the capacitor current does not have a DC

bias, no voltage droop occurs with increasing load current.

This concept of capacitor current sensing may be imple-

mented very simply with a small resistor in series with the

capacitor avoiding the need for an inductive current sensor

which may be expensive and possibly subject to noise.

However, such a resistor would add small but possibly

significant losses to the efficiency of the power converter

system. Further, the parasitic inductance of the resistor

connections and pins may increase a voltage spike under

load step transient conditions.

For these reasons, it is preferred to implement the inven-
tion with a circuit that is referred to as a lossless capacitor

current sensing circuit since it avoids the losses that would
occur through use of a small resistor in series with thefilter

capacitor. However, some loss which can be easily reduced

to any desired degree and levels which are certainly negli-
gible will theoretically be inherent in the capacitor current

sensing circuit. As shown in FIG.8, the lossless capacitor
current sensing circuit in its simplest and preferred form

comprises a branch circuit connected in parallel with the
output filter capacitor that includes a capacitor, C.., in series

with a resistor, R.,. If the conditions
es?

Ceg=CSYN, Res=NReo Q)

are met, then the impedance of the branch circuit, Z,, is N

times larger than the impedance, Z,,, of the output filter
capacitor and can be made arbitrarily large to decrease

current, 1,,=1,,/N, in R,, and thus resistive losses to any

arbitrarily low level. In other words, if the time constant of
the branch circuit is the same as the time constant of the

output capacitor, the voltage across R,, will be the same as
the voltage across the ESR of the output capacitor even

though the ESR of a ceramic capacitor is very small. The

current in the output capacitor is thus emulated by the
voltage across the resistor in the capacitor current sensing

branch circuit and can be amplified by a differential ampli-
fier with a gain of K, (a voltage-to-voltage gain as distinct

from current-to-voltage gain, K, indicated in FIG. 7 which
is a current-to-voltage gain but both are gains for a signal

corresponding to capacitor current).

In order to reduce current in the branch circuit to negli-
gible levels, the capacitor in the branch circuit should be

very small in value and the resistor in the branch circuit
should be very large in value, for example, two orders of

magnitude difference from the capacitance and ESR of the
output capacitor have been found sufficient for practice of

the invention and larger differences are easily achieved.

Since the current is made very small, the physical size of the
branch circuit is also very small.

There is, however, a design consideration for the capacitor
current sensing branch circuit in that conditions which cause

variation in capacitance value in ceramic capacitors are DC
bias, temperature characteristics of the ceramic material and

manufacturing tolerances. Therefore the sensing capacitor

should be matched as closely as possible to the output
capacitor in materials and manufacturing tolerances and

located as closely as possible to the output capacitor. Using
capacitors formed of the same material can effectively

compensatefor the variations caused by temperature and DC
bias. If there is a mismatch between the time constants ofthe

output capacitor and the branch circuit the damping of the

double pole peaking at one-half the switching frequency
with V? control and other types of current mode control

using the lossless capacitor current sensing circuit in accor-
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dance with the invention will be adversely affected;

adversely affecting transient response.

FIGS.9A and 9B illustrate simulation waveforms of the

capacitor current sensing circuit or network under different

time constant mismatch conditions.It is seen that the current

feedback waveforms become distorted in both reduced

amplitude and slope, causing high double pole peaking of

the control-to output voltage transfer function (V,/V) at

halfthe switching frequency as shown in FIG. 10. Therefore,

an oscillatory response can occur in high duty cycle opera-

tion. Also, when t,,=1.5t_,, the double pole is over damped

and the transient response is slowed.

FIGS. 11 and 12 show exemplary curves (provided by the

capacitor manufacturer) of change in capacitance with DC

bias and temperature for well-matched capacitors, respec-

tively, for capacitors having capacitance differing by more

than three orders of magnitude. Therefore, so-called passive

matching of capacitors is possible for the successful practice

of the invention. However, passive matching cannot com-

pensate for manufacturing tolerances and aging effects

which may differ markedly between capacitors having

widely differing capacitance values. Additionally, capacitors

of the same ceramic materials may differ substantially in

temperature and DCbias characteristics when obtained from

different vendors. Thus, in mass production of power con-

verters, close passive matching of capacitors may result in

suitably matched capacitors being available from only a

single source which may increase the bill of materials cost

of the power converters manufactured.

Accordingly, it is preferred to provide self-calibration

which can dynamically provide adequately close matching
of time constants at output voltage scaling (such as start-up

or dynamic reference voltage change) during operation of

V? control ofpower converters including a capacitor current
sensing network such as is described above. This self-

calibration technique is also considered to be within the
scope of the present invention.

The basic principle of self-calibration is that, at output
voltage scaling, the inductor current during connection of

the power converter to the power source is substantially

equal to the capacitor charging current. (Load current is
relatively much smaller with respect to capacitor charging

current during output voltage scaling, before a “Power
Good”signal is sent from the power converter to the load.

For example, the slope of the output voltage scaling
response of a power converter for a microprocessor load can

be as high as 50 mV/usec. while the slope of a digital signal

processor load is approximately 10 mV/usec. Thus the
capacitor charging current is comparatively large.) The

inductor current during output voltage scaling, i;~i,,, can
then be measuredas a reference for time constant calibration

while the capacitor current sensing network provides the
current value in the capacitor current sensing branch. If the

two time constants are perfectly matched the ratio of the

capacitance values and, hence, capacitor charging current
and current through the capacitor current sensing branch

should be in a fixed ratio of N because the sameslope of
voltage (dV_/dt) is across both C, and C,. If a mismatch

occurs, the ratio of currents will deviate from N and the
difference between i,, and K"i,, can be detected and com-

pared by a comparison networkto alter the time constant of

the current sensing branch by adjusting the capacitance or
resistance until the difference is brought within an accept-

able near-zero tolerance. In addition to calibration, the
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8
inductor current sensing also serves the purpose of over-
current protection since no over-current protection is pro-

vided when only the capacitor current is sensed. Therefore,

in practice, sensing of inductor current is generally desirable
and provided, as indicated in FIGS. 13-16 by the arrow/

connection labeled “(For OCP)”.
Morespecifically and with reference to the exemplary

circuit of FIG. 13, during output voltage scaling and over
one switching period, the average value of i, and 1,, are a

constant value due to the same dV,,/dt being applied to both

C, and C, which directly reflect the current levels in each of
these capacitors, respectively. Therefore, capacitor variation

can be detected by sensing the respective currents and can be
used to correct the time constant of the capacitor current

sensing network. Inductor currentis directly measured using
a small precision resistor or a temperature compensated DC

resistance (DCR) sensor and a scaling amplifier with a gain

of K, to obtain the i,, information as a calibration reference.
The i,, feedback information is also preferably scaled by an

amplifier having a gain of K,. The control relation when the
time constants are matched is then

(Rrs'K1) teo(Res'K2)'tcs

(where the diacritical mark, “‘-”, indicates average value)

which, if not fulfilled, R., and/or C,, should be adaptively
changed such that

(Ri.K/K2)C,=ResCos

whichis of a form that clearly showsthat the controlrelation
seeks to compensate variation of the respective time con-

stants. Either the resistance or the capacitance can be used

for calibration. In theory, both can be concurrently used
although the complication would be unnecessary unless, for

example, one (e.g. the capacitor) was used for coarse cali-
bration and the other (e.g. the resistor) was used for fine

calibration.

It should be noted from the exemplary implementation
illustrated in FIG. 13 that averaging networks such as an

integrator or RC lowpassfilter, a sample-and-hold circuit or
the like is used to obtain the average value of the two current

signals and a comparison network detects a difference in
current values to drive a logic circuit to control a calibrator.

The design of these elements is not at all critical to the

practice of the invention and numeroussuitable circuits will
be evident to those skilled in the art. A sample-and-hold

circuit is slightly preferred since sampling may be synchro-
nized to a very brief period at a desired location in the

switching cycle. It should also be noted that inductor current
can be sensed indirectly by sampling the top switch current

as shown in FIG. 14 or sampling the so-called freewheel

current as shown in FIG. 15. FIG. 16 is another example of
an implementation using DCR current sensing to sense the

inductor current. In this case, the RC circuit in parallel with
the power stage inductor filters the voltage across the

inductor. The voltage across the capacitor, DCR*1,, provides
measurement of the inductor current value.

Asillustrated in FIGS. 17 and 18, calibration networks are

preferably in the form of switched resistor or capacitor
banks in which additional resistors or capacitors are con-

nected in parallel to a respective resistor or capacitor of an
initial value by individual switches. The individual resistors

and capacitors may have increasing or decreasing values in
a 1:2:5 or other approximately logarithmic ratio sequence to

allow a total resistance or capacitance value to be obtained

within a given tolerance relative to the time constant of the
filter/output capacitor under average conditions. The value

of the initial resistance should be designed in accordance
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with the largest anticipated time constant of the output
capacitor since the addition of parallel resistors will reduce

the total resistance and time constant. Conversely, the value

of the initial capacitor should be designed in accordance
with the shortest anticipated time constant of the outputfilter

since addition of parallel connected capacitors will increase
capacitance and time constant. The logic circuit controlling

the switches should be designedto close one switch at a time
and in a manner synchronized with the switching and current

sensing comparison cycle so that the time constant is

adjusted gradually until the current difference, as scaled, is
brought within a given tolerance.It is also preferred that the

logic circuit latch the switches when calibration is achieved
so that the calibration circuit can be disabled and/or removed

from the power converter circuit once calibration has been
achieved.

FIG. 19 shows simulated calibration waveforms during

output voltage scaling. The calibration period, T...,, is the
period before “power good” (PG) changes state and con-

nection is madeto the load. The initial voltage, V..,,, is larger
than V,.,,,. because C, is 30% smaller than its nominal

value. When calibration starts V.,, approaches V,.,,,. gradu-
ally since the equivalent R, is gradually reduced. FIGS. 20

and 21 show simulated V/V, output impedance, Z,., after

the calibration in accordance with the invention as applied to
a constant on-time V? controlled buck converter with the

lossless capacitor current sensing network described above.
Since the results are substantially the same for initial mis-

matches of time constants of +50%, it is seen that the
calibration methodology, block diagram and exemplary

implementation are effective to automatically provide a

sensing network time constant that is closely calibrated to
the time constant of the output/filter capacitor. FIG. 22

illustrates a worst case load (t,,=0.5t.,, D=0.5) transient
comparison with and without the self-calibration in accor-

dance with the invention as discussed above which also

verifies the effectiveness of the self-calibration in accor-
dance with the invention as discussed above.

As alluded to above, V* control can be considered as a
current mode control with load current feedback and pro-

portional capacitor current feedback. With the enhanced
capacitor current information provided by the “lossless”

capacitor current sensing branch as described above, the

total feedback signal can be composed as

Veg = Vo t loo Reo Ks

= ip (Roo + Ks) — toad * Reo(1 + Ks) + Veap

If R'., is then defined as

ReoReo14K),

the feedback loops can be regroupedasillustrated in FIG.

23. Then, assuming

VAR '.oCco)Sow!2

is satisfied, by replacing the closed current loop by the

three-terminal switch model, the small signal equivalent
circuit of V? control with capacitor current ramp compen-

sation can be represented as shown in FIG. 24 and all of the
small signal transfer functions of interest can be derived by

solving the equivalent circuit. If the above condition is not

satisfied, a more complicated model is needed. In such a
case, the control-to v, transfer function and output imped-

ance are derived as
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v,(sV¥(s)=1/1+(s/(Q3@)+(s?/057))

and

Z,(8)=As/(1+(s/(Q3@>)+(s7/W>7))

where

03=T,,/[(KA1)R,.C.-9.5T,,]a, 02=0/T5

and

A=(Lgp!2)[Lonl2Co)-(KtI)Reol-14D02°C,

In summary, the small signal model showsthatthere is a
set of double poles at one-half the switching frequency. If

the poles are complex poles, oscillation is caused. If the

poles are real poles and far apart in frequency, the low
frequency poles will dominate response speed and cause the

response speed to be very slow. Thus, the optimum point for
design is to place the poles where oscillation is avoided by

only a very small margin.
The V? control thus has a very fast response to load step

transients. However,in the first switching cycle after a load

step transient, the switching period varies dramatically and
cannot be fully estimated from the small signal modelas will

be discussed below and regulation of voltage may be com-
promisedfora brief period. Therefore, it is necessary to tune

the capacitor current sensing gain and a manualor automatic
tuning methodology and circuit as will be discussed below

are also considered to be within the scope of the invention.

Since a load step transient is usually not a small pertur-
bation, the small signal model discussed aboveis not appli-

cable during the perturbation. Further, load step transients of
the same magnitude may cause perturbations of widely

varying severity in terms of duration or time of returning to

steady state response or magnitude of output voltage distur-
bance. Both the direction of the load step transient and the

timing of the load step transient relative to the switching
cycle can significantly affect the severity of effects of a load

transient on power converter operation. For example, since
buck converters generally are operated at a duty cycle,

D<0.5, step down overshootis usually larger than a step up

transient. Therefore, to determine tuning of the capacitor
load sensing gain, it is necessary to define the worst case of

a load step downtransient.
The most optimistic case of a load step down transient

occurs immediately before a switching pulse for connecting
the power converter to a power source would ordinarily

occur at heavy load. Since the transient occurs before the

pulse can be triggered, the following pulse(s) that would
occur at heavy load do not transfer excess power to the

powerconverter, as shown in FIG. 25. Therefore, the excess
charge that must be absorbed by the output/filter capacitor

and represented by triangle AQ,,,,, (between the output
current, i,, and load current, I,, lines) in FIG. 25 is mini-

mized.

In sharp contrast therewith, the worst case load step
transient occurs immediately after a switching pulse is

triggered as shownin FIG.26. In this case, a (generally fixed
length in constant on-time control) current pulse principally

extends after the step down transient and additional charge
must be absorbed by the output/filter capacitor as indicated

by the increased area of AQ,,,,,, generally causing output

voltage overshoot which is determined by the switching
period, inductor and capacitor value and cannot be mitigated

by design of the control arrangement.
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However, by tuning the current sensing gain, damping of

the transient response can be optimized as will now be

discussed in connection with FIG. 27 which showsload step

down transient response with different capacitor current
sensing gains, K. It is seen from FIG. 27 that the capacitor

current sensing gain does not affect the magnitude of the
overshootat the step down transient which is the maximum

deviation of the voltage regulation but the capacitor current
sensing gain principally affects the settling pattern of the

transient response. That is, with a small value of gain, K, the

settling period is oscillatory which causes output voltage
swing around the regulation voltage. As the gain, K, is

increased, the oscillation receives more damping andif gain
K is greater than an optimum value, the response is over-

dampedandthe settling or decay time without oscillation is
increased. The settling time is a first order response and

becomeslongeras K is increased above the optimum. At the

optimum value of K, in this case K=1.9 mQ, where the
response is enclosed in a dashed line, the output voltage

settles to the normal, steady-state ripple within one switch-
ing cycle. Note also that the load step-up transient response

becomesalmost vanishingly small at the optimum capacitor
current sensing gain and exhibits a significant settling or

decay time at larger values of K.

The tuning process in accordance with the invention and
which can be performed manually or automatically is illus-

trated in FIG. 28. Prior to the tuning process, K is set to a
large value that is certain to be greater than the optimum

value of K which guarantees that the system will be over-
damped and that a decay time will be observable. A com-

parator is connected to a threshold voltage source and the

output voltage and enabled for a period of time after a load
step transient is applied. The threshold voltage is set to a

voltage slightly lower than the regulation voltage of the
output. The time during which the comparator is enabled

should not be shorter than three switching cycles since

oscillation, if present, occurs at one-half the switching
frequency, as indicated by the small signal model as dis-

cussed above.If the output voltage remains higher than the
threshold voltage, the comparatoris not triggered. Therefore

tuning may be accomplished by applying a reference tran-
sient (preferably by changing the regulation voltage with a

step transient ofthe control voltage V, and, ifthe comparator

is not triggered, reducing capacitor current sensing gain, K,
by a small increment and repeating the process until the

comparator is triggered by oscillation that will occur when
the value of current sensing gain, K falls below the optimum

value. When oscillation is detected, gain K is returned to the
next higher value where oscillation was not detected as

shown in FIG. 28. In terms of FIG. 27, the tuning process

can be visualized as starting at a high value of K near the
bottom of the Figure and iterating upwardly through the

optimum K value, detecting the oscillation (encircled in
FIG. 27) caused at a lower than optimum value of K, and

returning to the optimum value of K (enclosed by dashed
lines).

Another methodology for automatic or manual tuning of

gain, K, is illustrated in FIG. 29. In this methodology, the
output voltage is sampled at the rising edge of the first

switching on-time after the V. step. The comparator is
applied to the output voltage and the control voltage V,, but

the process is otherwise unchanged. If the sampled output
voltage is above the control voltage, the system is over-

dampedandthe process is repeated with the gain, K reduced

by a predetermined step. As before, when the sampled
output voltage is detected to be lower than the control

voltage, that condition is necessarily caused by oscillation
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and the gain K can be returned to the last gain value where
oscillation was not detected which, as before, will be opti-

mal within the resolution of the predetermined step change

in gain K.
Automatic performance of the capacitor current sensing

gain can be accomplished, for example, using a further
feedback loop asillustrated in FIG. 30. It may be helpful to

compare FIG. 30 with FIG. 7 to identify the additional
feedback circuit. The comparator connection shown in this

example is connected for performing automatic gain tuning

in accordance with the methodof FIG. 29, discussed above.
To perform the method in accordance with FIG. 28, the “-”

input of the comparator would simply be connected to a
threshold voltage reference. The load step transient is

applied by multiplier 3010 and astep (V,,.,,) signal generator
3020 which also controls sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit

3030 after a delay, A, as discussed above. Gain K may be

altered in many waysthat will be apparent to those skilled
in the art such as by a current source output operational

amplifier having a constant gain, G, that may beset at a high
initial value as noted above. The signal produced by gain G

can be attenuatedbyresistor R,,,,,, that may be constituted
by, for example, logic circuitry and a resistor bank such as

that discussed above in connection with FIG. 17.

Simulated waveformsofthe tuning process performed by
the arrangement of FIG. 30 are illustrated in FIG. 31. It is

clearly seen that the output voltage transients diminish
rapidly and that tuning can produce optimal performance

after only a very few step reductions in gain. The increase in
gain after detection of oscillation is seen to be coincident

with the termination of the tuning process. Following the

tuning process load current step-up and step-downtransients
are also shown as occurring with the step-down transients

producing an output voltage transient that settles in a single
switching cycle. FIGS. 32 and 33 show the step responses

before and after tuning, respectively, and the rapid settling of

the output voltage transients is evident in those Figures and
even more clearly in the more detailed FIGS. 34 and 35

showing the step-down and step-up transient responses
which are optimal for a buck converter.

FIG. 36 compares the small signal model, discussed
above with the simulation of performance of the power

converter in accordance with the invention at a switching

frequency, f,,,, of 300 KHz, V,,=12 V, V,=1.2 V, L,=600 nH,
C,=800 uf, R,,=0.175Q, R,=0.1Q and a current sensing

gain of 20 mQ. FIG. 37 showsthe output impedance of the
simulated circuit. Thus simulated performanceis seen to be

in very close agreement with the small signal model as
discussed above.

FIGS. 38 and 39 show performance of a prototype buck

converter in accordance with the invention with f,,,, of 300
KHz, V,,=12 V, V,=1.2 V, L,=0.47 pH, C,=100*5 uf,
R,,=0.4 mQ, R,;=0.3Q and a current sensing gain, K is 7.8
mQ. FIG. 38 shows the key waveforms in a steady state

including the output voltage ripple, the summed feedback
ripple and the duty cycle of switch driversignal, d (see FIG.

7) and the load current transient, Ai,. The capacitor current

triangle is emulated and the system is stabilized by the
capacitor current signal injection into the feedback loop.

FIG. 39 shows the actual transient response of the buck
converter with the control scheme in accordance with the

invention as discussed above.It is clearly seen that capacitor
current response to the load step is immediate and that the

output voltage response is very fast.

FIGS.40 and 41 are expanded viewsof the load step-up
and load step-downresponses. It can be seen that the output

voltage recovers to the steady-state value in one to two
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switching cycles The overshoot during load step-down is
larger than undershoot because the duty cycle is saturated

(D=0). FIG. 42 shows a comparison of the duty cycle and

output voltage waveforms with and without capacitor cur-
rent ramp stabilization. It is clearly seen that the jittering

effects are markedly reduced by using the capacitor current
ramp for stabilization.

In view of the foregoing,it is clearly seen that use of the
capacitor current signal ramp can provide stable operation

with much reducedjittering of the output voltage even when

ceramic capacitors are used as the output/filter capacitor of
a powerconverteror voltage regulator. The capacitor current

ramp is sensed without increase of the effective series
resistance of the output/filter capacitor by providing a “loss-

less” current sensing branch having the same time constant
as the output/filter capacitor but allows raising the imped-

ance and thus reducing current andresistive losses to any

desired degree including negligible levels. Optimal match-
ing of time constants is automatically provided by calibra-

tion in accordance with current level comparison of the
directly or indirectly measured inductor current with the

capacitor current sensing signal during start-up or as deter-
mined to be necessary when the load current is low or zero.

The gain of the capacitor current sensing branch allows

damping of load transients, and step-down, worst case load
transients to be optimally tuned either manually or auto-

matically. Thus, performance can be automatically improved
to substantially optimal without use of either inductor cur-

rent or an external ramp signal to obtain stabilization and
reduction ofjittering even when ceramic capacitors are used

for the output/filter capacitor.

While the invention has been described in terms of a
single preferred embodiment, those skilled in the art will

recognize that the invention can be practiced with modifi-
cation within the spirit and scope of the appended claims.

We claim:
1. A power converter comprising

an output or filter capacitor having an equivalentseries
resistance similar to that of a ceramic capacitor,

a control circuit including a direct output voltage feed-
back path,

a current sensor for measuring current in said output or

filter capacitor to produce a voltage signal proportional
to current in said outputor filter capacitor, wherein said

current sensor includes a branchcircuit in parallel with
said output or filter capacitor,

an arrangement for combining said signal proportional to
current in said outputor filter capacitor with a signal in

said direct output voltage feedback path,

a comparator for automatically calibrating said branch
circuit to have a time constant substantially equal to a

time constant of said output orfilter capacitor, wherein
said comparator comparesa signal representing current

in said branch circuit to a signal representing inductor
current to develop a signal for adjusting said time

constant of said branch circuit, and

a transfer function circuit for said signal that is propor-
tional to current in said output or filter capacitor

whereby said transfer function circuit automatically
adjusts damping of transient response of said power

converter to a level that provides an optimal a desired
settling time.

2. A power converter as recited in claim 1, wherein said

power converter has a buck converter topology.
3. A power converter as recited in claim 1, wherein said

inductor current is directly measured.
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4. A power converter as recited in claim 3, wherein said

inductor current is directly measured with a resistor.

5. A power converter as recited in claim 1, wherein said

current sensor has adjustable gain.
6. A power converter as recited in claim 5, further

including
means for automatically tuning said adjustable gain of

said current sensor.
7. A powerconverter as recited in claim 6, wherein said

means for automatically tuning said adjustable gain of said

current sensor includes a detector which detects oscillation
as gain is reduced.

8. A powerconverter as recited in claim 7, wherein said
detector compares output voltage of said power converter

with a threshold voltage.
9. A powerconverter as recited in claim 7, wherein said

detector compares an output voltage of said power converter

with a control signal.
10. A method of controlling a power converter having a

switch driver and an output or filter capacitor having a
equivalent series resistance similar to that of a ceramic

capacitor, said method comprising steps of
sensing current in said output orfilter capacitor to derive

a capacitor current signal, wherein said step of sensing

current in said output or filter capacitor includes pro-
viding gain to a signal corresponding to current in said

output orfilter capacitor,
combining said capacitor current signal with an output

voltage signal of said power converter to form a
combinedsignal,

controlling said switch driver of said power converter

with said combined signal,
tuning said gain to optimize damping following a load

and/or reference step transient to obtain a desired
settling time or pattern, and

automatically adjusting gain of a signal representing

current in said output or filter capacitor responsive to
sensed transient response of said power converter to

provide an optimal desired settling time.
11. A method of controlling a power converter having a

switch driver and an output or filter capacitor having a
equivalent series resistance similar to that of a ceramic

capacitor, said method comprising steps of

sensing current in said output orfilter capacitor to derive
a capacitor current signal,

combining said capacitor current signal with an output
voltage signal of said power converter to form a

combinedsignal,
controlling said switch driver of said power converter

with said combined signal,

automatically matching a time constant of a branch circuit
connected in parallel with said outputor filter capacitor

with a time constant of said output or filter capacitor,
and

automatically adjusting gain of a signal representing
current in said output or filter capacitor responsive to

sensed transient response of said power converter to

provide an optimal damping level to achieve a desired
settling time of said transient response.

12. The powerconverter as recited in claim 1 wherein said
converter controls a switched array ofresistors or capacitors.

13. The power converter as recited in claim 1, wherein
said comparator is responsive to output current of said

power converter.

14. The method as recited in claim 11, wherein said
automatically matching step is performed automatically in

response to inductor current in said power converter.
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15. The method as recited in claim 11, wherein said

matching of said time constant of said branch circuit is

performed by control of a switched array of resistors or

capacitors.
16. The method as recited in claim 11, wherein said 5

matching of said time constant of said branch circuit is
responsive to sensed current input to, output by or within

said power converter.

* * * * *
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